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Prologue. 

I wish it hadn’t been so easy, but it’d been the only thing that was, and, as you see, I’ve 

lived every minute of my forty-two years, some of it three times, it’s amazing how much of your 

life you can spend in an hour, and I’s getting tired right then, as you will. Easy was just what I 

thought I needed, was, literally, what the doctor ordered; one visit, thirty days of easy. 

I. 

Life’s always been a dream, I’ve always been asleep, but now I can’t even remember 

who fluttered across the stage when I open my raw, cloudy eyes, now that all my days are easy. 

Nightmares are dreams too, not all productions are worth the cost of second admission, and some 

plots, though gossamer-thin, have just enough mis-strung thread for one perfect lace.  

II. 

Everybody hurts, that’s the way the song goes, and you sure’d believe it if you spent the 

first Tuesday of every month in the single-wide waiting room of the pain management clinic up 

Muddy Creek, some eyes darting as quick as the bouncing legs and fluttering fingers, others an 

unpleasant uncle’s long-overstayed welcome, searching for something worth taking, sizing up 

what resistance you seem capable of, appraising the Grand-Easy-Scheme, judging it not worth it. 

Yet. Hers though? Well, that’s what startled me enough to come up out of the dream, for that 

eye’s bat moment, at least; now that I think back, I’m not so sure I ever really was awake. 

Curious, that’s what they were though, her eyes. Curious, and it must’ve been a-catchin’ ‘cos I 

got it too. 

III. 
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Nightmares are dreams too, life’s always been a dream; I wish it hadn’t been so easy with 

her too, this curious kitten’s done gotten bitten, I guess I’m just full of wishes today but I do. I 

surely do. The way we just picked up like we’s something that got dropped once, a while back 

sometime, and now we’re reunited and it feels so good. Man, it must be the red in the leaves 

that’s got me squawking this morning, a red-eyed bluebird, ye dark-hearted whip-poor-will. I 

wish she hadn’t filled the crook of my arm like the last piece of frustratingly simple puzzle, filled 

in most of the cobwebbed wrinkled knits of my sputtering dream machine, just a-drippin’ easy, I 

was, I am. I wish she hadn’t filled my stained sheets to completion until I couldn’t, I can’t, see an 

unblemished canvas for all the stains, not not know I’m not enough, will never be enough. Take 

it easy, painbird, take these, knowing enough will never be enough, singing, enough will never 

be enough.  

IV. 

I wish she hadn’t filled this weak heart with a darkness more blue than black but darkness 

just the same. A tango with ghosts, some choices are easy when life’s a dream, a fever, a fever-

dream; I know where I am once a month and that’s enough. Let it be; enough. 


